EXHIBIT A
EXHIBIT B

want to know if you'll grow up rich and famous? or if you'll meet your true love this year? cootie catcher will answer those and all of your other burning questions! save the results and share with your friends too!

swipe to view games

Does he like me?
It is certain

share the news
EXHIBIT C

ready for the mash fortune teller to tell you what your future will be like? Fill in at least 3 choices for each category and watch the mash fortune teller perform her magic, save your fortune and share it with friends!

start by filling in at least 3 items in each category.

- crushes
  - evan
  - benjamin
  - luis
  - carlos
  - luke

- cars
  - porsche 911
  - mercedes-b
  - saab sedan
  - alfa romeo s

numbers

- 36
- nine
- 26
- 34
- 24

almost done! now, touch a magic number...

1 8 6 5 2

you will get married to evan in a navy blue dress. after the wedding you will honeymoon in lovely las vegas. eventually, you will settle down in a mansion where you will have 34 kids and commute to your job as a scientist in your alfa romeo

play again

share the news
EXHIBIT D

The Lemon game is a sweet game to play with friends. Fill in up to 3 choices for each category and watch the lemon machine squeeze out funny and unpredictable sayings. Save your fortune and share it with friends!

**Girl's Names**
- Madeline
- Constance
- Gabrielle
- Karina
- Alexandra

**Boy's Names**
- Elijah
- Dominic
- Emmett
- Steve

Things you can do with a lemon:
- Breathe on
- Stare at
- Pat
- Pinch
- Slice

The results are in...
Gabrielle will breathe on Dominic's eyelash in Boston.

Share the news to:
- Facebook
- Twitter
- Email
EXHIBIT E

The Love Game

Want to know the likelihood that you and your crush will have true love? The love game will determine if you were made for each other. Try it out and get your true love score!

Let's start by entering your name, and the name of your crush!

Kayla

Joey

done

The results are in...

Your chances for love is...

19%

Play again

Share the news
EXHIBIT F

First, enter two names and select two genders...

Kayla  joey

Female  Male  Female  Male

Next, answer a few questions about each person...

Kayla  joey

Rate how much each person likes to play video games.

A Gamer!

It's Ok...

Not a Fan!

<< swipe >> above to answer the next question

Next, answer a few questions about each person...

Kayla  joey

How many pets does each person have?

8+  4-5  3-4  1-2  0 (No Pets)

<< swipe >> above to answer the next question
Finally, create a look for each person. When you are done, click calculate.

Kayla
play again

The RESULTS are in...

Kayla and Joey's compatibility is...

51%

Joey
add to sticker album

add to sticker album
EXHIBIT G

Truth

What would be a question you’d be afraid to tell the truth on?

share the news

play again
Friday Shoutouts

Posted on March 4, 2011 by egwemilv

Happy Friday! I hope you all had a good weekend. Enjoy your first weekend of March.

Now let's get to Friday Shoutouts!

Weekly Update

Posted on February 27, 2011 by egwemilv

Hi everybody! Today is the last day of February. Are you ready for March? This leads us to this week's discussion topic.

Now here is this week's discussion topic:

What is the best event and worst event of February for you?

Love yourself for who you are not who you should be

-from the movie Penelope

If you have an inspirational quote you'd like to share with everybody, please touch here.

Do you have a YouTube video you'd like to share on my Facebook page? If so please touch here.

Posted in Weekly Update | 581 Comments
Art by Emily's Friends and Pet Pictures

Posted on January 20, 2011 by egwemily

Hi everybody! I hope you are all having a good week. It's been a while since I posted on a Thursday so here is Art by Emily's Friends and Pet Pictures.

Blush

Posted on January 6, 2011 by egwemily

Hi everybody. I know it's late but here is another edition of Blush!!!!

Blush Story #1: Okay, here's my blush:
Last year at Astrocamp (it's a three day school trip) I was walking with my group on a mini hike. Now, I am the klutziest person you will ever know, and there were a lot of holes in the ground. Obviously those two themes don't

Emily's Corner

Posted on December 22, 2010 by egwemily

Hi everybody! It's Wednesday and you know what that means. It's time for Emily's Corner. I hope you girls enjoy this week's edition. I have a feeling there's a surprise at the bottom of this post.

Now on to Emily's Corner!
Hi everybody! sorry for the late post today got away from me but here is Emily's Outfits!

Outfits for Emily's Dress Up & Shop

I just designed the Happy Day outfit, which is being worn by my model Anna. The outfit is comprised of a yellow Kitty Skirt, yellow Skull...
Hey Emily!

Good day! What's your favorite sticker? What other stickers would you like me to add? Can't wait to hear from you.

Sent from my iPhone